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  INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS XL, STX, XLT, FX4

SPEED GRILLE INSERT
MAIN GRILLE

VERY IMPORTANT !   Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

NOTE: WILL NOT FIT LARIAT OR KING RANCH

PARTS LIST
1  Speed Grille Insert 1     Instruction Sheet 12                   11" Cable Ties
1    Care For Grilles 1  Street Scene Emblem

TOOL LIST
                      Ratchet, Extension, 10MM Socket, Flat Blade Screwdriver, Side Cut Pliers

1.   Open hood.

2.   Remove the six 10MM head nuts at top side of the grille shell at the hood line of vehicle.

3.   Remove the 10 MM head bolt at the right and left lower corners of grille shell, where the shell attaches
      to the vertical metal brackets.

4.   Carefully latch hood by pulling down on metal hood. DO NOT PULL on grille shell.

5.   Remove the grille shell by carefully " Unsnaping " the top of grille shell from hood. There are five " Snap In "
      fasteners, two are located 2 1/2" in from each end, two at 15" in from each end and one in the center. Be
      carefull not to break the plastic tabs on grille shell.

6.   Remove the " FORD " emblem by depressing the tabs on the back side of grille shell.

7.   Install the " Spped Grille" onto the grille shell. Flip over to expose the inside of grille shell.

THE SPEED GRILLE™ may be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: D427,119,D425,834,D421, 585,D420,

961,D420,960,D420,959, and D420,958 may be covered by one or more pending U.S. Patent applications.
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8.   The Speed Grile will be secured to the grille shell using the cable ties supplied. They will be placed at 
      each vertical side opening and at each vertical cross bar location. Install all 12 cable ties loosely before 
      pulling snug. The ties will be " Looped " through the open holes in Speed Grille and then around the
      vertical cross bars. See Photo Below.

9.   Install grille shell back onto vehicle by snaping in the top to hood while inserting the threaded mounting 
      studs into the slotted holes in hood. Make sure the top " Snap In "  tabsnad fasteners are alligned
      correctly with the holes in hood before snaping in place. If not the tabs will bend and break off of 
      grille shell.

10.  Lift hood and install all nuts and bolts removed in step two and three.
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